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DATA HAS A STORY TO TELL
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PROVIDE THE ABILITY TO EXTRACT VALUE FROM DATA INTO YOUR HANDS
ANALYTICS AT THE EDGE
WHAT'S NEXT IN ROBOTICS
WHO WILL YOU INSPIRE
IOT DEVELOPER PROGRAM

ARDUINO SHIELD

GROVE SENSOR CABLE

LCD DISPLAY

8GB MICRO-SD CARD, PRELOADED WITH A RUNTIME OS
SILICON PORTFOLIO

Investing in Intel Architecture
Top to Bottom
ANALYTICS
AT THE CENTER
INFORMATION IS VALUE

$350 BILLION
EASY TO USE  INNOVATIVE
CUSTOMIZABLE
Traditional BI
Big Data
Skills Gap
DATA SCIENTIST
Sexiest job of the 21st century
Harvard Business Review
EASY TO USE
Bridging the gap between SQL skillset & STREAM processing

https://github.com/intel-bigdata/spark-streamingsql
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SCIENCE
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Prepare
Sample
Model
Deploy
RELEASING DISCOVERY PEAK

OPEN SOURCE ANALYTICS PLATFORM
for Data Scientists & Application Developers
Intel DIMMs based on 3D XPoint™ Technology

UPTO 4X MEMORY CAPACITY

UPTO ½ THE COST OF DDR

BIG, PERSISTENT MEMORY

INTEL DIMMS BASED ON 3D XPOINT™ TECHNOLOGY
DELIVER AN E2E TRANSFORMATION
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Health and Life Sciences
Data Center Group
Distributed Care
PATIENT MONITORING TRIAL
Precision Medicine
Distributed
Personalized
ALL IN ONE DAY BY 2020
ANNOUNCING
COLLABORATIVE CANCER CLOUD
WHAT WILL YOU DEVELOP?